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Abstract� Rate�distortion �R�D� optimized mode selec�
tion is a fundamental problem for video communication
over packet�switched networks� The classical R�D optimized
mode selection only considers quantization distortion at the
source� Such approach is unable to achieve global optimality
under the error�prone environment since it does not con�
sider the packetization behavior at the source� the trans�
port path characteristics and receiver behavior� This paper
presents an end�to�end approach to generalize the classical the�
ory of R�D optimizedmode selection for point�to�point video
communication� We introduce a notion of global distortion
by taking into consideration both the path characteristics
�i�e�� packet loss� and the receiver behavior �i�e�� the er�
ror concealment scheme�� in addition to the source behavior
�i�e�� quantization distortion and packetization�� We derive�
for the �rst time� a set of accurate global distortion metrics
for any packetization scheme� Equipped with the global dis�
tortion metrics� we design an R�D optimized mode selection
algorithm to provide the best trade�o� between compres�
sion e�ciency and error resilience� The theory developed in
this paper is general and is applicable to many video cod�
ing standards� including H�	
��	
 and MPEG���	��� As
an application� we integrate our theory with point�to�point
MPEG�� video conferencing over the Internet� where a feed�
back mechanism is employed to convey the path characteris�
tics �estimated at the receiver� and receiver behavior �error
concealment scheme� to the source� Simulation results con�
clusively demonstrate that our end�to�end approach o�ers
superior performance over the classical approach for Inter�
net video conferencing�

Keywords� Internet� video conferencing� R�D optimized
mode selection� global distortion metric� feedback� packeti�
zation� error concealment� MPEG���

I� Introduction

V
IDEO communication over the Internet is becoming
an important application in recent years� A challeng�

ing problem associated with Internet video communication
lies in how to cope with packet loss in the network and
achieve acceptable video quality at the receiver� This is
because packet loss is unavoidable in the Internet and may
have signi�cant impact on perceptual quality�
The e�ect of lost packets on the video presentation qual�
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ity depends on the coding scheme used at the source�
the network congestion status and the error concealment
scheme used at the receiver� High�compression coding al�
gorithms usually employ inter�coding �i�e�� prediction� to
achieve e�ciency� With these coding algorithms� loss of a
packet may degrade video quality over a large number of
frames� until the next intra�coded frame is received� Intra�
coding can e�ectively stop error propagation at the cost of
e�ciency while inter�coding can achieve compression e��
ciency at the risk of error propagation� Therefore� a good
mode selection between intra mode and inter mode should
be in place to enhance the robustness of the video commu�
nications using intra� and inter�coding�

For video communication over a network� a coding algo�
rithm such as H��	
 or MPEG�� �� usually employs rate
control to match the output rate to the available band�
width� The objective of rate�controlled compression algo�
rithms is to maximize the video quality under the con�
straint of a given bit budget� This can be achieved by
choosing a mode that minimizes the quantization distor�
tion between the original frame�macroblock and the re�
constructed one under a given bit budget ����� ��	�� which
is the so�called rate�distortion �R�D� optimized mode se�
lection� We refer such R�D optimized mode selection as
the classical approach� The classical approach is not able
to achieve global optimality under the error�prone envi�
ronment since it does not consider the network congestion
status and the receiver behavior�

This paper presents an end�to�end approach to solve
the fundamental problem of R�D optimized mode selection
for peer�to�peer video communication over packet�switched
networks� Under the end�to�end approach� we identify
three factors that have impact on the video presentation
quality at the receiver� namely� the source behavior� the
path characteristics� and the receiver behavior� To put
such end�to�end approach into a theoretical framework� we
develop a theory for globally optimal mode selection un�
der packet lossy environment� We begin with formulat�
ing the problem of globally optimal mode selection using
the notion of global distortion metric� Then we describe
the three factors in the end�to�end approach� We derive�
for the �rst time� a set of accurate global distortion met�
rics for any packetization scheme� We show how to ap�
ply the global distortion metrics to speci�c packetization
scheme� Equipped with the global distortion metrics� we
design an R�D optimized mode selection algorithm to pro�
vide the best trade�o� between compression e�ciency and
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error resilience� Our theory on R�D optimized mode selec�
tion is general and is applicable to numerous video coding
standards� including H��	���	
 and MPEG�������

As an application� we integrate our theory with point�to�
point MPEG�� video conferencing over the Internet� and
employ a feedback mechanism to convey the path char�
acteristics �estimated at the receiver� and receiver behav�
ior �error concealment scheme� to the source� Simulation
results conclusively demonstrate that our end�to�end ap�
proach o�ers superior performance over the classical ap�
proach for Internet video conferencing�

The error resilience mechanisms in the literature include
re�synchronization marking� data partitioning� data recov�
ery �e�g�� reversible variable length codes �RVLC��� and
error concealment ���� ����� ����� ����� ��	�� However� re�
synchronization marking� data partitioning� and data re�
covery are targeted at error�prone environment like wire�
less channel and may not be applicable to Internet environ�
ment� For video transmission over the Internet� the bound�
ary of a packet already provides a synchronization point in
the variable�length coded bit�stream at the receiver side�
Since a packet loss may cause the loss of all the motion
data and its associated shape�texture data� mechanisms
such as re�synchronization marking� data partitioning� and
data recovery may not be useful for Internet video com�
munications� On the other hand� most error concealment
techniques discussed in ���� are only applicable to either
ATM or wireless environment� and require substantial ad�
ditional computation complexity� which may be tolerable
in decoding still images but not acceptable for decoding
real�time video� Therefore� we only consider simple error
concealment schemes that are applicable to Internet video
communication �see Section II�B�
��

Previous work on optimal mode selection that took into
account of path characteristics and error concealment has
been reported in Ref� �
�� ���� However� the scheme in �
�
is based on simple Bernoulli loss model� which may not
capture the bursty nature of the Internet� Measurements
of packet loss in the Internet show that the bursty packet
loss behavior can be modeled reasonably well with a ��state
Markov chain� i�e�� the Gilbert model ���� ���� In addition�
the congestion status of the Internet is dynamically chang�
ing� that is� the loss probability is varying from time to
time� The scheme in �
� assumes that the loss probability
is �xed and known a priori� which may not re�ect the loss
behavior in the real Internet� Thus� the scheme in �
� may
not achieve optimality for the dynamic Internet environ�
ment� This paper addresses these problems by employing
the Gilbert path model and introducing feedback mecha�
nism to deal with the dynamics of the Internet� In ���� only
a special case is considered in the derivation of distortion
metrics� Thus� the distortion metrics introduced there are
not accurate� Furthermore� the distortion metrics intro�
duced in ��� only apply to a speci�c packetization scheme
and a speci�c error concealment scheme� On the contrary�
this paper derives a set of accurate global distortion met�
rics for any packetization scheme� We also show how to
extend the global distortion metrics to speci�c packetiza�

tion scheme�
Prior work on feedback�based error resilient coding in�

cludes ����� It has been shown in ���� that the feedback
information does help the encoder select a proper coding
mode to prevent error propagation and achieve better per�
formance in terms of PSNR� However� there is no guideline
on how to set the threshold in the coding mode selection
���� This paper shows how feedback mechanism can be
employed to convey transmission parameters estimated at
the receiver in the real Internet environment where such
parameters are not known a priori at the source�
Our approach aims at solving the fundamental problem

of R�D optimized mode selection from the end�to�end per�
spective� We develop the theory of R�D optimized mode se�
lection using the notion of global distortion� Equipped with
a feedback mechanism in implementation� our approach is
shown to be capable of achieving superior performance over
the classical approach�
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows� Sec�

tions II and III lay the theoretical foundation of globally
optimal mode selection� Speci�cally� Section II presents an
end�to�end approach for globally optimal mode selection�
In Section III� we derive a set of global distortion metrics
and develop an algorithm for globally R�D optimized mode
selection� As an application� Section IV presents an end�to�
end implementation architecture for point�to�point MPEG�
� video conferencing over the Internet� In Section V� we
use simulation results to demonstrate the performance im�
provement of our approach under various network con�g�
urations and varying network conditions� Section VI con�
cludes this paper and points out future research directions�

II� An End�to�End Approach

This section describes the end�to�end approach to solving
R�D optimized mode selection and set up the stage for
our theoretical development in Section III� We organize
this section as follows� In Section II�A� we introduce the
notion of global distortion and formulate the problem of
globally optimal mode selection� Section II�B examines
the key factors contributing to the global distortion�

A� Problem Formulation

Figure � depicts an architecture for video communica�
tion across a network� On the sender side� raw bit�stream
of live video is encoded by a video encoder� After this
stage� the compressed video bit�stream is �rst packetized
and then passed through the transport protocol layers be�
fore entering the network� Packets may be dropped inside
the network �due to congestion� or at the destination �due
to excess delay�� For packets that are successfully delivered
to the destination� they �rst pass through the transport
protocol layers and depacketized before being decoded at
the video decoder�
Table I lists the notations used in this paper�
Under QCIF format�Nf is �� and Nh is ��� By using the

notations� �Fn
i � Xk means that coded macroblock �Fn

i is
completely contained by packet Xk� �Fn

i � Xk means that
coded macroblock �Fn

i is partially contained by packet Xk
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TABLE I

Notations�

Nf � the total number of MBs in a frame
Nh � the highest location number of MBs in a frame �Nh � Nf � ��
NG � the number of MBs in a group of blocks �GOB�
Fn
i � the MB at location i in frame n
�Fn
i � the coded MB at location i in frame n�

Fn
�i � the MB �at location �i in frame n� which is above Fn

i � if it exists�
Gn � the set of macroblocks �Fn

i �i � ��� Nh�� that does not have F
n
�i �
y

�P �i�n�
R � the probability of the event that �Fn

i is received correctly�
�P
�i�n�
L � the probability of the event that �Fn

i is lost�
�P
�i�n�
RL � the probability of the event that �Fn

�i is received correctly and �Fn
i is lost�

�P �i�n�
LL � the probability of the event that both �Fn

�i and �Fn
i are lost�

fnij � the original value of pixel j in Fn
i �raw data��

�fnij � the value of reconstructed pixel j in Fn
i at the encoder�

�fnij � the value of reconstructed pixel j in Fn
i at the receiver�

enij � the prediction error of pixel j in inter�coded Fn
i �

�enij � the reconstructed prediction error of pixel j in inter�coded Fn
i �

�fn��uv � the value of reconstructed pixel v in Fn��
u for prediction of fnij �

�fn��ml � the value of reconstructed pixel l in Fn��
m to replace �fnij due to EC�
�z

I � the set of coding modes �i�e�� I � fintra� interg��
Mn

i � the mode selected to code macroblock Fn
i �Mn

i � I��
Xk � the packet with sequence number k �k � ���
�ni � the sequence number of the last packet used to packetize macroblock �Fn

i �
� � the completely containing relation between a macroblock and a packet�
� � the partially containing relation between a macroblock and a packet�
X � the set of packets that packetize frame �� i�e�� X � fX��

i
� i � ��� Nh�g�

K � the number of packets in set X �

y For example� in QCIF� an MB in the �rst GOB does not have an MB above it�
z EC�
 will be de�ned in Section II�B�
�

Raw Video Video
Encoder

Video
Decoder

Transport
ProtocolNetworkProtocol

Transport

DepacketizerPacketizer

Fig� �� Overview of the video communication�

�i�e�� �Fn
i is split and contained in two consecutive packets��

In the example of Fig� � �where N � 
�� packet � is the last
packet used to packetize macroblock s in frame N � �FN

s ��
So �Ns is �� In addition� packet � is the last packet used to
packetize MB i in frame �� Thus� ��i is ��

In formulating the problem of globally R�D optimized
mode selection� we consider an MB at location i �i �
��� Nh�� of a given frame� We assume that each MB can
be coded using only one of the two modes in I�

The problem of classical R�D optimized mode selection
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Compressed Video Stream
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Fig� �� Illustration of packet number �ni �

is to �nd the mode that minimizes the quantization dis�
tortion Dq for a given MB� subject to a constraint Rc on
the number of bits used� This constrained problem can be
formulated as

min
Mn

i

Dq�M
n
i � subject to R�Mn

i � � Rc� ���

where Dq�M
n
i � and R�Mn

i � denote the quantization dis�
tortion and the number of bits used� respectively� for mac�
roblock Fn

i with a particular mode Mn
i �

The classical R�D optimized mode selection is optimal
with respect to quantization distortion� However� under
environments such as Internet� where packets may get lost
either due to network congestion or due to exceeding the
maximum delay threshold� the classical R�D optimized
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mode selection is not optimal with respect to the distortion
Dr � which measures the di�erence between the original im�
age�frame�MB at the source and the reconstructed one at
the receiver� This is because the classical R�D optimized
mode selection does not consider the path characteristics
�packet loss� and receiver behavior �error concealment��
both of which a�ect the distortion Dr � This motivates us
to propose globally R�D optimized mode selection�

We consider the distortion Dr� which is the di�erence
between the original image�frame�MB at the source and
the reconstructed one at the receiver� Under lossy environ�
ments such as Internet and wireless communication� the
distortion Dr is a random variable� which may take the
value of either ��� the quantization distortion Dq plus the
distortion Dep caused by error propagation� or ��� distor�
tion Dc caused by errors due to error concealment� We
de�ne the global distortion D as the expectation of the
random variable Dr � That is�

D � EfDrg� ���

where Dr takes the value of �Dq � Dep� or Dc with cer�
tain probability� which is determined by path characteris�
tics �packet loss behavior�� Therefore� the global distortion
is a�ected by three factors� sender behavior �quantization
and packetization�� path characteristics� and receiver be�
havior �error concealment��

The problem of globally R�D optimized mode selection
is to �nd the mode that minimizes the global distortion D
for a given MB� subject to a constraint Rc on the number
of bits used� This constrained problem reads as follows�

min
Mn

i

D�Mn
i � subject to R�Mn

i � � Rc� �
�

where D�Mn
i � denotes the global distortion for macroblock

Fn
i with a particular mode Mn

i �

The global distortion can be expressed by the sum of ab�
solute di�erences �SAD�� mean absolute di�erence �MAD��
the sum of squared di�erences �SSD�� mean squared error
�MSE�� or peak signal�to�noise ratio �PSNR�� In this pa�
per� we de�ne the global distortion metrics for macroblock
Fn
i in terms of MAD as follows�

MAD�Fn
i � �

E

��
�

�
�X
j��

jfnij �
�fnij j

��
�

��	
���

In the rest of the paper� we will develop theory based
on MAD� However� our underlying methodology is general
and can be applied to other global distortion metrics �i�e��
SAD� SSD� MSE� PSNR��

B� Key Factors in the Global Distortion Metric

This subsection discusses in detail the three factors �i�e��
sender behavior� path characteristics� and receiver behav�
ior� that contribute to the global distortion�
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B�� Source Behavior

The source behavior includes quantization and packeti�
zation� which have impact on global distortion�
A block diagram of the video encoder is depicted in

Fig� 
� The switches represent the two di�erent paths for
the intra� and inter�mode�
Under the intra mode� the raw video fnij is transformed

by DCT� quantized and coded by run length coding �RLC��
The resulting information� as well as coding parameters
such as the coding mode and the quantization parameter
�QP�� is coded by variable length coding �VLC�� Then the
compressed video stream is formed by the multiplexer� At
the same time� the pixel is reconstructed at the encoder for
the prediction used by the next frame� The value of the
reconstructed pixel is �fnij�

Figure 
 also illustrates the case when the encoder is op�
erating under the inter�mode� Under such mode� the raw
video fnij is �rst predicted from the motion�compensated

pixel in the previous frame� �fn��uv � resulting in the pre�
diction error� enij� The prediction error� enij � is DCT�
transformed� quantized and coded by RLC� The resulting
information� as well as coding parameters such as the cod�
ing mode� the motion vector and the QP� is coded by VLC�
Then the compressed video stream is formed by the multi�
plexer� At the same time� the pixel is reconstructed at the
encoder for the prediction used by the next frame� There
are two steps for the reconstruction at the encoder� First�
the prediction error is reconstructed� resulting in �enij � Sec�

ond� �enij is added to the predicted value �fn��uv � resulting in

the reconstructed value� �fnij � That is� the pixel is recon�

structed by �fnij � �enij �
�fn��uv �

Before passed to the transport protocols and sent to the
network� the compressed video stream will be packetized�
To discuss the packetization at the source� we make the
following assumption throughout the paper�
Assumption �� The payload size of a packet is greater

than the size of any MB�
For video applications over the Internet� a packet is al�

ways larger than an MB� In practice� the maximum size
of an MB is �� bytes and the default IP packet size is �	
bytes while the protocol overhead is no more than �� bytes�
resulting the payload with at least ��	 bytes� Furthermore�
it is also plausible to use large packet size for video applica�
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tion to achieve e�ciency� Therefore� Assumption � is valid
for all practical purposes�

Under Assumption �� since the size of a packet is always
larger than the size of any MB� an MB could be split into
at most two consecutive packets�
In the following� we de�ne speci�c packetization schemes�
De�nition � �Packetization Schemes� A packetization

scheme for video bit�stream is called
� PKT �� if each generated packet has the same �xed
packet size�
� PKT �� if each generated packet solely contains a com�
plete MB�
� PKT �
 if each generated packet solely contains a com�
plete GOB�slice�

Under PKT ��� the packet size can be set as large as path
MTU to achieve e�ciency� PKT �� is widely used due to
its simplicity� If PKT �� is used� there are only two cases
for the relation between an MB and the last packet used to
packetize it� ��� an MB � �Fn

i � is completely contained by a
single packet �X�n

i
�� i�e�� �Fn

i � X�n
i
� or ��� an MB � �Fn

i � is
split into two consecutive packets and partially contained
by each packet �X�n

i
��� i�e�� �Fn

i � X�n
i
�

If PKT �� is used� an MB never gets split into two pack�
ets� Thus� loss of a packet only corrupts one MB� which
enhances the error resilient capability of the video� For this
reason� PKT �� was adopted by Internet Engineering Task
Force �IETF� �����
PKT �
 has similar property to that of PKT ��� That is�

a GOB�slice�MB is never split into two packets�� Thus�
loss of a packet only corrupts one GOB�slice� Therefore�
PKT �
 was also adopted by IETF ����

B�� Path Characteristics

Path characteristics determine the probability of the
event that a packet can be received correctly� A path is
typically characterized by the Bernoulli model �
�� ���� or
the Gilbert model ����
Bernoulli Path Model

Under the Bernoulli path model� the packet loss in the
Internet is modeled as a Bernoulli process with only one
parameter� packet loss probability pl� In the end�to�end
architecture for video communication over the Internet� the
packet loss probability pl can be obtained by measuring the
numbers of lost packets and successfully received packets
at the receiver�� Thus� pl is given by

pl �
Nl

Nl � Nr

� ���

where Nl is the number of lost packets and Nr the number
of successfully received packets�
Gilbert Path Model

�To be speci�c� if �Fn
i is split� �Fn

i is partially contained by packet
X�n

i
�� and partially contained by packet X�n

i
�

�MPEG
 does not have the concept of GOB for video sequences
with arbitrary shape� However� we can de�ne a slice which is the part
of GOB con�ned by two shape boundaries of the VO�
�Packets that arrive later than the maximum expected time are

regarded as lost packets�

p

q

1-q1-p RL
R: Receive state

L:  Loss state

Fig� 
� Gilbert path model�

Measurements of packet loss in the Internet have shown
that the packet loss behavior can be modeled reasonably
well with a ��state Markov chain� i�e�� the Gilbert model
�see Fig� �� ���� That is� the Markov chain is in state R if
a packet is received timely and correctly and in state L if
a packet is lost either due to network congestion or due to
exceeding the maximum delay threshold� The parameters
p and q are the transition probabilities between states L
and R� The durations of states L and R are exponentially
distributed with respective mean lengths TL and TR� which
are given by

TL �
�

p
and TR �

�

q
�

The probability of the event that the path is in state L
�i�e�� packet loss probability� is given by

PL �
TL

TR � TL
�

q

p � q
� �	�

The transition matrix A of the ��state Markov chain is
given by

A �

�
�� p p
q �� q

�
�

In the end�to�end architecture� the transition probabilities
p and q are given by�

p �
N�

N� � N�
and q �

N�

N� �N	
� ��

where N� is the number of successfully received packets
when the previous packet is lost� N� is the number of lost
packets when the previous packet is lost� N� is the number
of lost packets when the previous packet is successfully re�
ceived� and N	 is the number of successfully received pack�
ets when the previous packet is successfully received�	 N��
N�� N�� and N	 can be measured at the receiver�
Remark �� It should be clear that when p � q � �� the

��state Markov chain becomes a Bernoulli process� That is�
a Bernoulli process is a special case of the ��state Markov
chain�

B�
 Receiver Behavior

Receiver behavior� i�e�� error concealment� a�ects the
video quality� We de�ne speci�c error concealment schemes
as follows�
De�nition � �Error Concealment Schemes� An error con�

cealment scheme is called

�Packets that arrive later than the maximum expected time are
regarded as lost�
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� EC�� if it replaces the whole frame �in which some MBs
are corrupted� with the previous reconstructed frame�
� EC�� if it replaces a corrupted MB with the MB at the
same location from the previous frame�
� EC�
 if it replaces the corrupted MB with the MB from
the previous frame pointed by a motion vector�


We would like to stress that EC�� and EC�� are special
cases of EC�
�

A block diagramof the video decoder is depicted in Fig� �
where EC�
 is used� Three switches represent di�erent
scenarios as follows�
� Switch S�� represents the two di�erent paths for the
intra� and inter�mode�
� Switch S�� represents the two di�erent paths for the two
cases as follows�
� the case where the packet containing Fn

i is received
correctly�
� the case where the packet containing Fn

i is lost�
� Switch S�� represents the two di�erent paths for the two
cases as follows�
� the case where the estimated motion vector of the cor�

rupted Fn
i is set to zero�

� the case where the estimated motion vector of the cor�
rupted Fn

i is copied from Fn
�i �

The compressed video stream is �rst demultiplexed by
the demultiplexer and decoded by variable length decoding
�VLD�� The resulting coding mode information will con�
trol switch S�� The resulting QP will control the inverse
quantizer �IQ�� The resulting motion vector is used for mo�
tion compensation� The information containing DCT coef�
�cient will be decoded by run length decoding �RLD�� then
inversely quantized� and inversely DCT�transformed�
Under EC�
� there are three cases for the reconstructed

pixel at the receiver as follows�
� Case �i�� The packet containing Fn

i is received correctly�

If Fn
i is intra�coded� then we have �fnij � �fnij� which is il�

lustrated in Fig� � with state fS�� Intra� S�� No loss� S
�
don�t careg� If Fn

i is inter�coded� then we have

�fnij � �enij �
�fn��uv � ���

which is illustrated in Fig� � with state fS�� Inter� S�� No
loss� S
� don�t careg�
� Case �ii�� The packet containing Fn

i is lost and the
packet containing the MB above � �Fn

�i � has been received

correctly� Then we have �fnij �
�fn��ml � which is illustrated in

Fig� � with state fS�� don�t care� S�� Loss� S
� MV ���g�
� Case �iii�� The packet containing Fn

i and the packet

containing �Fn
�i
are all lost� Then we have �fnij � �fn��ij � which

is illustrated in Fig� � with state fS�� don�t care� S�� Loss�
S
� MV��g�
Thus far we have examined the three key components

that contribute to the video quality in terms of global dis�
tortion� In the next section� we derive the global distortion
metric based on the materials discussed in this section and
design an algorithm for optimal mode selection�

�The motion vector of the corrupted MB is copied from one of its
neighboringMB when available� otherwise the motion vector is set to
zero�

IDCT +

MC

Frame
Buffer

Estimator
MV

Detector
Packet Loss

No loss

Loss
S2

Intra

Inter
S1

MV=0

MV=0\
S3

ije n~

f n-1
ij

^

f
^
ij
n

Video
Compressed

Demultiplexer

VLD
+

Coding Mode

Motion Vector

Video
DecodedS1

S3

S2

f n
ij

~

f n-1

f n-1
ml

^

^

QP

uv

IQRLD

QP : Quantization Parameter
MC : Motion Compensation
IDCT : Inverse DCT

IQ : Inverse Quantizer

RLD : Run Length Decoding

VLD : Variable Length Decoding

Fig� �� Block diagram of the video decoder�

III� Optimal Mode Selection

In this section� by using an end�to�end approach� we de�
rive� for the �rst time� a set of accurate global distortion
metrics for any packetization scheme� We also design an
algorithm for optimal mode selection based on the global
distortion metrics�
Since measurements on the Internet indicate that packet

loss behavior can be modeled reasonably well with a ��
state Markov chain� i�e�� the Gilbert model ���� we thus
characterize the path across the Internet with the Gilbert
model�
We organize this section as follows� In Section III�A�

we derive the global distortion metrics for an intra�coded
MB and an inter�coded MB� In Section III�B� we design an
algorithm for optimal mode selection based on the global
distortion metrics�

A� Derivation of Global Distortion Metrics

Without loss of generality� we consider the distortion for
macroblock s in frame N � where s �s � ��� Nh�� is the lo�
cation number and N �N � �� is the frame number� Note
that the sequence number for both frame and packet start
from zero�
Assume the �rst I�frame of the video stream has been

successfully received�� Given transition matrix A for the
Gilbert path model� after transmission of n packets� the
transition matrix becomes A �A � � �A� 	z 


n

� i�e�� An� where

An �

�
�� p p
q �� q

�n
�

Since the resulting An is a ��� matrix� we can denote An

as

An �

�
� P

�n�
LL P

�n�
LR

P
�n�
RL P

�n�
RR


� �

where P
�n�
ij �i � fL�Rg and j � fL�Rg� denotes the tran�

sition probability from state i to state j after transmission
of n packets�
Intra Mode

�The reason why we make this assumption is to initialize Ef �f�ijg

used by the encoding process�
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The following lemma shows how to compute the prob�
ability of the event that �Fn

i is received correctly and the
probability of the event that �Fn

i is lost�

Lemma �� The probabilities of �P
�i�n�
R and �P

�i�n�
L �n � ��

are given respectively by

�P
�i�n�
R �

�������������
������������

� if X�n
i
� X

P
���
RR

if �Fn
i � X�n

i
�X�n

i
�� � X and X�n

i
�� X �

P
��ni �K���
RR

if �Fn
i � X�n

i
�X�n

i
�� X �

P
��ni �K�
RR �P

���
RR if �Fn

i � X�n
i
�X�n

i
�� X �

�

���
and

�P
�i�n�
L �

�������������
������������

� if X�n
i
� X

P
���
RL

if �Fn
i � X�n

i
�X�n

i
�� � X and X�n

i
�� X �

P
��ni �K���
RL if �Fn

i � X�n
i
�X�n

i
�� X �

�� P
��ni �K�
RR � P

���
RR if �Fn

i � X�n
i
�X�n

i
�� X �

�

����
For a proof of Lemma �� see Appendix�
The following lemma shows how to compute the proba�

bility of the event that �Fn
�i is received correctly and �Fn

i is
lost and the probability of the event that both �Fn

�i
and �Fn

i

are lost�

Lemma �� The probabilities �P �i�n�
RL and �P �i�n�

LL �n � ��
are given in Tables II and III�
For a proof of Lemma �� see Appendix�
The following proposition shows how to compute MAD

for the intra�coded MB under the Gilbert path model and
EC�
�
Proposition �� Under the Gilbert model and EC�
� the

MAD for the intra�coded MB at location s of frame N
�N � �� is given by

MAD�FN
s �intra� �

P�
�
j�� jf

N
sj �Ef �fNsjgj

��	
� ����

where

Ef �fnijg �

�����
����

�P
�i�n�
R � �fnij �

�P
�i�n�
L �Ef �fn��ij g if Fn

i � G
n

�P
�i�n�
R � �fnij �

�P
�i�n�
RL �Ef �fn��ml g

� �P
�i�n�
LL �Ef �fn��ij g if Fn

i �� Gn

�

����

where �P
�i�n�
R � �P

�i�n�
L � �P

�i�n�
RL and �P

�i�n�
LL are given by Eqs� ���

and ����� Tables II and III� respectively�
Proof� From Eq� ���� we have

MAD�FN
s �intra� �

E
nP�
�

j�� jf
N
sj �

�fNsj j
o

��	
� ��
�

�Due to the complication of the formulae� we list them in the tables�

Due to the random nature of the path characteristics� �fNsj at

the receiver is a random variable while fNsj is not a random
variable� Thus� Eq� ��
� becomes Eq� �����
To see that Eq� ���� holds� we consider the following two

cases based on the position of Fn
i �

� Case �� Suppose that Fn
i does not have Fn

�i �
� i�e�� Fn

i �
Gn� According to the packet loss behavior� there are two
cases for the random variable �fnij as follows�
� Subcase ���� Suppose that the packet containing Fn

i

is received correctly� Then we have �fnij � �fnij� and the

probability of this event is �P
�i�n�
R �

� Subcase ���� Suppose that the packet containing Fn
i is

lost� Since the MB above Fn
i does not exist� the estimated

motion vector of the corrupted Fn
i is set to zero� Thus�

the corrupted pixel j in Fn
i is concealed by pixel j in Fn��

i

at the receiver� Then we have �fnij �
�fn��ij � and the proba�

bility of this event is �P
�i�n�
L � Since �fn��ij is also a random

variable� from Fact �� the expectation of �fn��ij should be

chosen in computing the expectation of �fnij� So we have
�fnij � Ef �fn��ij g�
Based on the analysis of Subcases ��� and ���� the expec�
tation of �fnij can be given by

Ef �fnijg � �P
�i�n�
R � �fnij � �P

�i�n�
L �Ef �fn��ij g� ����

� Case �� Suppose that Fn
i has Fn

�i
�� i�e�� Fn

i �� Gn� Ac�
cording to the packet loss behavior� there are three cases
for the random variable �fnij as follows�
� Subcase ���� Suppose that the packet containing Fn

i

is received correctly� Then we have �fnij � �fnij� and the

probability of this event is �P
�i�n�
R �

� Subcase ���� Suppose that the packet containing Fn
i is

lost and the packet containing the MB above � �Fn
�i
� has been

received correctly� Then due to error concealment EC�
�
the corrupted pixel j in Fn

i is concealed by the pixel in
frame n� �� which is pointed by the motion vector of �Fn

�i �
Since this pixel is denoted by pixel l in macroblock m of
frame n � ���� then we have �fnij � �fn��ml � and the proba�

bility of this event is �P �i�n�
RL � Since �fn��ml is also a random

variable� from Fact �� the expectation of �fn��ml should be

chosen in computing the expectation of �fnij� So we have
�fnij � E� �fn��ml ��
� Subcase ���� Suppose that the packet containing Fn

i

and the packet containing �Fn
�i

are all lost� Since the MB
above Fn

i is lost� the estimated motion vector of the cor�
rupted Fn

i is set to zero� Then the corrupted pixel j in Fn
i

is concealed by pixel j in Fn��
i � Thus� we have �fnij �

�fn��ij �

and the probability of this event is �P
�i�n�
LL � Since �fn��ij is also

a random variable� from Fact �� the expectation of �fn��ij

should be chosen in computing the expectation of �fnij� So

we have �fnij � E� �fn��ij ��

�For example� Fn
i
is located at the top of the frame�

	For example� Fn
i is not located at the top of the frame�

��Refer to Table I�
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TABLE II

The probability �P

i�n�
RL

�

Cases �P
�i�n�
RL

X�n
i
� X or �Fn

i � X�n
i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
� X�n

�i
� �

�Fn
i � X�n

i
�X�n

i
�� � X and X�n

i
�� X � P

���
RL

�Fn
i � X�n

i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
i
�� �X�n

i
�� �� X � P

��ni �K�
RR � P

���
RL

�Fn
i � X�n

i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
i
�� �X�n

i
�� �� X � P

��ni �K���
RR � P

���
RR � P

���
RL

�Fn
i � X�n

i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
�� X�n

�i
� �P

��i�n�
R � P

��ni ��
n
�i
�

RL

�Fn
i � X�n

i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
�� �� X�n

�i
� �P

��i�n�
R � ��� P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

RL � P
���
RR�

TABLE III

The probability �P

i�n�
LL

�

Cases �P �i�n�
LL

X�n
i
� X or �Fn

i � X�n
i
�X�n

i
�� � X and X�n

i
�� X � �

�Fn
i � X�n

i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
� X�n

�i
� P

��ni �K���
RL

�Fn
i � X�n

i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
i
�� �X�n

i
�� �� X � P

��ni �K�
RL

�Fn
i � X�n

i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
i
�� �X�n

i
�� �� X � P

��ni �K�
RL � P

��ni �K���
RL � P

���
LR � P

���
RL

�Fn
i � X�n

i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
�i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
�� X�n

�i
� P

��n�i �K���

RL � P
��ni ��

n
�i
�

LL

�Fn
i � X�n

i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
�i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
�� X�n

�i
� P

��n�i �K�
RL � P

���
LL � P

��ni ��
n
�i
�

LL

�P
��n�i �K�
RL � P

���
LR � P

��ni ��
n
�i
�

RL

�P
��n�i �K�
RR � P

���
RL � P

��ni ��
n
�i
�

LL

�Fn
i � X�n

i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
�i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
�� �� X�n

�i
� P

��n
�i
�K���

RL � �� � P
��ni ��

n
�i
���

LR � P
���
RR�

�Fn
i � X�n

i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
�i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
�� �� X�n

�i
� P

��n�i �K�

RL � P
���
LL � ��� P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

LR �P
���
RR�

�P
��n�i �K�

RL � P
���
LR � ��� P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

RR � P
���
RR�

�P
��n�i �K�

RR � P
���
RL � ��� P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

LR � P
���
RR�

Based on the analysis of Subcases ���� ��� and ��
� the
expectation of �fnij can be given by

E� �fnij� � �P
�i�n�
R � �fnij �

�P
�i�n�
RL �Ef �fn��ml g� �P

�i�n�
LL �Ef �fn��ij g

����

Combining Cases � and � above� we complete the proof
of Eq� �����

We would like to stress that Proposition � holds for any
packetization scheme�

Under PKT �� or PKT �
� since no MB is split� Eqs� ���
and ���� can be simpli�ed by

�P
�i�n�
R �

��
�

� if n � �

P
��ni �K���
RR if n � �

� ��	�

and

�P
�i�n�
L �

��
�

� if n � �

P
��ni �K���
RL if n � �

� ���

respectively� In addition� Tables II and III can be simpli�ed

by

�P �i�n�
RL �

��
�

� if n � �

P
��n�i �K���

RR � P
��ni ��

n
�i
�

RL if n � �

� ����

and

�P
�i�n�
LL �

��
�

� if n � �

P
��n�i �K���

RL � P
��ni ��

n
�i
�

LL if n � �

� ����

respectively�
Under EC���� and PKT ���
� since it works just like

the case where no motion vector is available under EC�
�
Eq� ���� can be simpli�ed by

Ef �fnsjg � �P
�s�n�
R � �fnsj �

�P
�s�n�
L �Ef �fn��sj g ����

Thus� EC�� and EC�� are special cases of EC�
�
Remark �� Under PKT �� or PKT �
� from Eqs� ��	� to

����� we have �P �i�n�
R � �� �P �i�n�

L � �� �P �i�n�
RL � �� and

�P
�i�n�
LL � �� if n � �� Thus� from Eq� ����� we have

Ef �f�ijg � �f�ij �i � ��� Nh� and j � ��� ��	��� ����
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That is� Ef �f�ijg is initialized with �f�ij� which is known at

the encoder��� Then� Ef �fnijg �for frame n � �� can be
obtained through the iteration in Eq� �����
Inter Mode

The following proposition shows how to compute MAD
for the inter�coded MB under the Gilbert path model and
EC�
�
Proposition �� Under the Gilbert model and EC�
� the

MAD for the inter�coded MB at location s of frame N
�N � �� is given by

MAD�FN
s �inter� �

P�
�
j�� jf

N
sj � Ef �fNsjgj

��	
� ����

where

Ef �fnijg �

���������
��������

�P
�i�n�
R � ��enij �Ef �fn��uv g� � �P

�i�n�
L �Ef �fn��ij g

if Fn
i � Gn

�P �i�n�
R � ��enij �Ef �fn��uv g� � �P �i�n�

RL �Ef �fn��ml g

� �P �i�n�
LL �Ef �fn��ij g

if Fn
i �� Gn

��
�

where �P
�i�n�
R � �P

�i�n�
L � �P

�i�n�
RL and �P

�i�n�
LL are given by Eqs� ���

and ����� Tables II and III� respectively�
Proof� Similar to the derivation of Eq� ����� we have

Eq� ����� To see that Eq� ��
� holds� we can also use
the same way as that to derive Eq� ����� The only dif�
ference is the case where the packet containing Fn

i is re�
ceived correctly� In this case� under the inter code� we have
�fnij � �enij �

�fn��uv � which is Eq� ����
We would like to stress that Proposition � holds for any

packetization scheme�
Under PKT �� or PKT �
� since no MB is split� Eqs� ���

and ���� can be simpli�ed by Eqs� ��	� and ���� respec�
tively� In addition� Tables II and III can be simpli�ed by
Eqs� ���� and ����� respectively�

Under EC���� and PKT ���
� since it works just like
the case where no motion vector is available under EC�
�
Eq� ��
� can be simpli�ed by

Ef �fnsjg �
�P
�i�n�
R � ��enij�Ef �fn��uv g�� �P

�i�n�
L �Ef �fn��ij g� ����

Although the global distortion metrics derived in Sec�
tion III�A only apply to the Gilbert path model� the
methodology we employ �i�e�� the end�to�end approach� is
general and can be applied to any path model �e�g�� self�
similar path model��

B� Optimal Mode Selection Based on Global Distortion
Metrics

Given the packetization scheme used by the source� the
path characteristics and the error concealment scheme used
by the decoder� we design a globally R�D optimized mode
selection algorithm�

��This is why we assume the �rst Iframe of the video stream has
been successfully received�

Consider a GOB denoted by Fn
g � �Fn

g � � � � � F
n
g�NG��

��
where NG is the number of MBs in a GOB� Assume
each MB in Fn

g can be coded using only one of the two
modes in set I� Then for a given GOB� the modes as�
signed to the MBs in Fn

g are given by the NG�tuple�

Mn
g � �Mn

g � � � � �M
n
g�NG��

� � ING � The problem of glob�
ally R�D optimized mode selection is to �nd the combi�
nation of modes that minimizes the distortion for a given
GOB� subject to a constraint Rc on the number of bits
used� This constrained problem can be formulated as

min
Mn

g

D�Fn
g �M

n
g � subject to R�Fn

g �M
n
g � � Rc� ����

where D�Fn
g �M

n
g � and R�F

n
g �M

n
g � denote the total distor�

tion and bit budget� respectively� for the GOB Fn
g with a

particular mode combinationMn
g �

The constrained minimization problem in ���� can be
converted to an unconstrained minimization problem by
Lagrange multiplier technique� Under the assumption of an
additive distortion measure� the Lagrangian cost function
can be given by

J�Fn
g �M

n
g � �

g�NG��X
i�g

J�Fn
i �M

n
g �

�

g�NG��X
i�g

�D�Fn
i �M

n
g � � �R�Fn

i �M
n
g ���

��	�

Thus� the objective function becomes

min
Mn

g

��
�
g�NG��X

i�g

J�Fn
i �M

n
g �

��
� � ���

If both the rate and distortion for macroblock Fn
i are not

a�ected by other mode that is not used by macroblock Fn
i �

a simpli�ed Lagrangian can be given by

J�Fn
i �M

n
g � � J�Fn

i �M
n
i �� ����

Thus� the optimization problem of ��� reduces toPg�NG��
i�g minMn

i
J�Fn

i �M
n
i � �Pg�NG��

i�g minMn
i
fD�Fn

i �M
n
i � � �R�Fn

i �M
n
i �g� ����

where the global distortionD�Fn
i �M

n
i � can be expressed by

the formulae we derived in Section III�A� according to the
coding mode� the packetization scheme used by the source
and the error concealment scheme used by the decoder�
The problem of ���� is a standard R�D optimization

problem and can be solved by the approaches described
in ���� ����� ����� ����� Di�erent from these approaches� we
use a simpler method to obtain ��

Since a large � in the optimization problem of ���� can
reduce the bit�count of the coded frame� we employ this
nature in choosing �� To be speci�c� at the end of frame
n� we adjust � for frame n � � �i�e�� �n��� as follows�

�n�� �
� �Bn � �� � Bn�

Bn � � � �� � Bn�
� �n �
��
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Raw Video Rate Adaptive
MPEG-4 Encoder

RTP/UDP/IP
Module

Feedback Control
Protocol

RTP/UDP/IP
Module

MPEG-4
Decoder

QoS Monitor

Feedback Control
Protocol

Internet

Fig� �� An endtoend architecture for MPEG
 video conferencing�

where Bn is the current bu�er occupancy at the end of
frame n and � is the bu�er size� �n is initialized by a
preset value ��� The adjustment in Eq� �
�� is to keep the
bu�er occupancy at the middle level to reduce the chance
of bu�er over�ow or under�ow� In other word� Eq� �
��
also achieves the objective of rate control�

Sections II and III complete the theoretical part of our
work� To evaluate the e�ectiveness of our approach� we in�
tegrate our theory with a speci�c system � an architecture
for point�to�point MPEG�� video conferencing over the In�
ternet�

IV� An Application for MPEG�� Video

Conferencing

In this section� we present an end�to�end architecture for
point�to�point MPEG�� video conferencing over the Inter�
net�

A� Architecture of MPEG�	 Video Conferencing

Figure 	 shows our end�to�end architecture for point�to�
point MPEG�� video conferencing over the Internet� We
use the MPEG�� rate control algorithm described in ����
��
� to control the output rate to be constant� In this pa�
per� we set the rate �xed to investigate the error resilient
capability of our architecture and algorithm�

In Fig� 	� on the sender side� raw bit�stream of live video
is encoded by an MPEG�� encoder� After this stage� the
compressed video bit�stream is �rst packetized at the sync
layer and then passed through the RTP�UDP�IP layers
before entering the Internet� Packets may be dropped at
a router�switch �due to congestion� or at the destination
�due to excess delay�� For packets that are successfully
delivered to the destination� they �rst pass through the
RTP�UDP�IP layers in reverse order before being decoded
at the MPEG�� decoder�

On the receiver side� a QoS monitor detects the packet
loss through RTP sequence number and estimates the tran�
sition probabilities �e�g�� p and q in the Gilbert model��
When the receiver sends out a feedback RTCP packet to
the source� the estimated parameters p and q are carried
in the feedback packet� Once source receives such feed�
back� it encodes the video based on the parameters p and
q through the proposed R�D optimized mode selection in
Section IV�D and rate control algorithm in ���� ��
��

B� Transport and Feedback Control Protocols

Since TCP retransmission introduces delays that are
not acceptable for MPEG�� video conferencing� we employ
UDP as the transport protocol for MPEG�� video streams�
Because UDP does not guarantee packet delivery� the re�
ceiver needs to rely on upper layer �i�e�� RTP�RTCP� to
detect packet loss�

Real�Time Transport Protocol is an Internet standard
protocol designed to provide end�to�end transport func�
tions for transmitting real�time applications ����� RTP
Control Protocol �RTCP� is a companion protocol designed
to provide QoS feedback to the participants of an RTP ses�
sion� In order words� RTP is a data transfer protocol while
RTCP is a control protocol�

RTCP provides QoS feedback through the use of Sender
Reports �SR� and Receiver Reports �RR� at the source and
destination� respectively� In particular� RTCP keeps the
total control packets to �� of the total session bandwidth�
Among the control packets� ��� are allocated to the sender
reports and �� to the receiver reports� To prevent control
packet starvation� at least one control packet is sent within
�ve seconds at the sender or receiver� The feedback control
protocol employs RTCP to convey QoS information so that
QoS information can be utilized by the encoder�

RTP does not guarantee QoS or reliable delivery� but
rather� provides some basic functionalities �e�g�� packet se�
quence number�� As a result� packet loss can be detected
by the QoS monitor through examining the RTP packet se�
quence number at the receiver side� In particular� a packet
that arrives after the maximum delay threshold is consid�
ered lost�

We employ the Gilbert path model since measurements
of packet loss in the Internet has shown that the bursty
packet loss behavior in the Internet can be modeled rea�
sonably well with the Gilbert model ���� ���� The path
characteristics can be estimated by the QoS monitor as
follows� On obtaining the packet loss information from
RTP�UDP�IP module� the QoS monitor measures N�� N��
N�� and N	� and estimates the transition probabilities� p
and q� through Eq� ���

The period for estimating p and q is set to �ve seconds�
That is� N�� N�� N�� and N	 are measured during the �ve�
second period� At the end of each period� p and q are
obtained through �� and then transferred by an RTCP
packets� Since N�� N�� N�� and N	 are reset to zero at
the end of each period� the estimated p and q re�ect the
current network congestion status�

C� Packetization and Error Concealment

We use PKT �
 rather than PKT �� to achieve e�ciency
for Internet video conferencing� In addition� when a packet
is lost� we employ EC�
 to conceal the region associated
with the lost packet� To be speci�c� each corrupted MB will
be replaced with the MB in the previous frame pointed by
an estimated motion vector� The estimated motion vector
of the corrupted MB is copied from the MB above it when
available� otherwise the motion vector is set to zero� Note
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TABLE IV

Simulation parameters�

MaxPL ��	 bytes
Rate ��� Kbps

MPEG�� Frame rate �� frames�s
I�VOP refreshment period �� frames

�� �
Bu�er size � Mbytes

Mean packet processing delay 
�� �s
Packet processing delay variation �� �s

End system Packet size �	 bytes
TCP Maximum receiver window size 	�K bytes

Default timeout ��� ms
Timer granularity ��� ms

TCP version Reno
E�Ton� ��� ms

UDP E�Toff � ��� ms
rp ��� Kbps

Packet size �	 bytes

Switch Bu�er size �� Kbytes
Packet processing delay � �s

End system to switch Link speed �� Mbps
Link Distance � km

Switch to switch Distance ���� km

that a more sophisticated error concealment scheme than
EC�
 may achieve better performance than that of EC�
�

D� Feedback�Based Optimal Mode Selection

For implementation purpose� our end�to�end approach
also considers the impact of feedback mechanism on the
video quality �in terms of global distortion�� The rationale
is as follows� Global optimality is not achievable without
feedback since the source could not select an optimal mode
without knowledge of the path characteristics and receiver
behavior� In addition� the congestion status of the Inter�
net is dynamically changing� Assigning the path charac�
teristics �e�g�� p and q� with �xed numbers may either lose
compression e�ciency when the network is less congested
than expected� or su�er from insu�ciency of error resilience
when the network becomes more congested than expected�
Therefore� it is not valid in the real Internet to assume
that the path characteristics is known a priori and is �xed�
From our experiments and simulations� we observe that the
percentage of intra�coded macroblocks should increase as
the packet loss ratio increases in order to improve the ca�
pability of error resilience� Thus� MPEG�� video coding
should adapt to the changing Internet environment� i�e��
network congestion�

This motivates us to employ a feedback mechanism to
convey such information to the encoder as the path char�
acteristics �i�e�� p and q� estimated at the receiver and the
error concealment scheme used by the decoder� The type
of error concealment scheme used by the receiver can be
transmitted at the set�up period of the session�

Base on the theory in Section III� we design a globally R�
D optimized mode selection algorithm for MPEG��� Since
we employ PKT �
� EC�
 and the Gilbert path model� the
global distortion D�Fn

i � intra� in ���� can be expressed by
Eqs� ����� ����� ��	�� ���� ����� and ����� the global dis�
tortion D�Fn

i � inter� in ���� can be expressed by Eqs� �����
��
�� ��	�� ���� ����� and ����� Based on the feedback p
and q� the proposed algorithm will choose a mode which
best trades o� compression e�ciency and error resilience�

V� Simulation Results

In this section� we implement the end�to�end architecture
described in Section IV on our network simulator and per�
form a simulation study of video conferencing with MPEG�
�� The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the perfor�
mance improvement of our end�to�end approach over the
classical approach under various simulation settings�

A� Simulation Settings

The network con�gurations that we use are the peer�to�
peer �Fig� �� and the chain �Fig� �� network con�gurations�
These network con�gurations have been used as standard
test con�gurations in networking research community�

We implement the architecture depicted in Fig� 	� At
the source side� we use the standard raw video sequence
 Miss America! in QCIF format for the video encoder�

The encoder employs the rate control described in ����
��
� to keep a constant rate at ��� Kbits�s� The frame
rate is �� frames�s� The encoder is used in the rectangular
mode� with intra�VOP refreshment period of �� frames�
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Fig� �� A peertopeer network�

The encoded bit�stream is packetized with PKT �

scheme �i�e�� a packet corresponds to a GOB�� Additional
overhead from RTP�UDP�IP is also added to the packet
before it is sent to the network� We use �	 bytes for
the path MTU� Therefore� the maximum payload length�
MaxPL� for MPEG�� is ��	 bytes ��	 bytes minus �� bytes
of overhead� ��
�� Packets may be dropped due to con�
gestion in the network� For arriving packets� the receiver
extracts the packet content to form the bit�stream for the
decoder�

In addition to MPEG�� video� we also use TCP�UDP
connections to simulate the background interfering traf�
�c� All TCP sources are assumed to be persistent during
the simulation run� For UDP connections� we use an ex�
ponentially distributed on�o� model with average E�Ton�
and E�Toff � for on and o� periods� respectively� During
each on period� the packets are generated at peak rate rp�
The average bit rate for a UDP connection is� therefore�

rp �
E�Ton�

E�Ton��E�Toff �
�

Table IV lists the parameters used in our simulation�
Under such simulation settings� we consider three di�er�

ent encoders for MPEG�� video as follows�
Encoder A� employs the classical approach for R�D opti�
mized mode selection�
Encoder B� implements the globally R�D optimized mode
selection described in Section IV�D� However� feedback is
not employed�
Encoder C� implements the globally R�D optimized mode
selection described in Section IV�D� Feedback mechanism
is used�

B� Performance Under the Peer�to�Peer Con�guration

A peer�to�peer network con�guration is shown in Fig� �
We emphasize that such simple network con�guration cap�
tures the fundamental property of a transport path within
the Internet cloud �Fig� 	� since there is only one bottle�
neck link �i�e�� the one with minimumbandwidth among all
the traversing links� between the sender and the receiver�
Since the network status under this con�guration is stable�
Encoder B and Encoder C are identical� Thus� we only
examine Encoder A and Encoder B rather than Encoder
C under this con�guration� i�e�� feedback mechanism is not
necessary here�

We run our simulations under two scenarios� The �rst
scenario is loss�free environment� It can be seen from
Eq� ��� that Dr takes the value of Dq when there is no
loss� thereby making the global distortion equal to quan�
tization distortion� Thus� under the loss�free environment�
Encoder B works just in the same way as Encoder A� As
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Fig� �� PSNR at the receiver under �a� the lossfree peertopeer
network and �b� the lossy peertopeer network�

a result� Encoder B has the same performance �in terms
of PSNR of Y component of the video at the receiver� as
that of Encoder A� which is demonstrated in Fig� ��a�� The
average PSNRs are all �
�	 dB�
The second scenario of our simulation under the peer�

to�peer con�guration is lossy environment� where the loss
pattern is characterized by the Gilbert path model with
p � ��	 and q � ������� The resulting average packet loss
ratio is �����
The performances under the second scenario is shown in

Fig� ��b�� The average PSNRs correspondent to Fig� ��b�
are ��� dB for Encoder A and ���	 dB for Encoder B�
respectively� It can be seen that our approach �i�e�� Encoder
B or C� is able to improve the quality in terms of PSNR�
compared with the classical approach �i�e�� Encoder A��

C� Performance Under the Chain Con�guration

This is a benchmark network con�guration commonly
used to examine tra�c behavior under the impact of other
traversing interfering tra�c� The speci�c chain con�gura�

��We set p � ���� and q � ���� to match the real measurements
collected between INRIA in France and University College London in
the UK ����
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Fig� �� A chain network�

tion that we use is shown in Fig� � where path G� consisting
of multiple �ows and traverses from the �rst switch �SW��
to the last switch �SW��� while all the other paths traverse
only one hop and  interfere! the �ows in G��

In our simulations� G� consists of one MPEG�� source�
three TCP connections and three UDP connections while
G�� G
 and G� all consist of three TCP connections and
three UDP connections� respectively� The link capacities
on Link��� Link�
� and Link
� are identical� We run sim�
ulations under two cases�
Case �a�� The link capacity is ��� Kbps to simulate a net�
work with high loss probability�
Case �b�� The link capacity is 
�� Kbps to simulate a net�
work with low loss probability�

We run our simulation under the two cases for ��� sec�
onds� Since there are only ��� continuous frames in  Miss
America! sequence available� we repeated the video se�
quence cyclically during the simulation run�

Figure �� shows the PSNR of the �rst �� frames in the
����second simulations� It can be observed that under both
cases� Encoder C achieves the best performance� Encoder
B has the second best performance� and Encoder A per�
forms the worst� That is� our approach achieves better
performance than the classical one� even if feedback mecha�
nism is not employed� feedback�based scheme �i�e�� Encoder
C� achieves better performance than non�feedback�based
scheme �i�e�� Encoder B��

Figure �� shows the PSNR at the receiver during the ����
second simulations� The packet loss ratios corresponding
to Fig� ���a� are all ������ the packet loss ratios corre�
sponding to Fig� ���b� are all 
����

The average PSNRs corresponding to Fig� ���a� from top
to bottom are ���� dB� ��� dB� and ���� dB� respectively�
The average PSNRs corresponding to Fig� ���b� from top
to bottom are �	�� dB� ���� dB� and 
��� dB� respectively�
In Fig� ��� it can be seen that there is a period of � seconds
starting by a peak in PSNR� This is due to intra�VOP
refreshment period of �� frames �� second��
To examine the perceptual quality of the received video

streams� we play out the decoded video sequences at the
receiver� Figure ���a� shows a sample video frame in loss�
free environment� Figure ���b� shows the same video frame
under Encoder A when Case B �
�� Kbps� is used� Fig�
ure ���c� shows the same video frame under Encoder C
when Case B �
�� Kbps� is used� Figure �� demonstrates
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Fig� ��� PSNR at the receiver under the chain network �a� with link
capacity ��� Kbps� and �b� with link capacity 	�� Kbps�

that our approach �i�e�� Encoder C� achieves better per�
ceptual quality than the classical approach �i�e�� Encoder
A��
We summarize the packet loss ratios �PLR� and average

PSNRs of all simulations in Table V� We have the following
observations�
� Under loss�free peer�to�peer network� since the PLR un�
der Encoder A and B are all zero� the PSNRs for Encoder
A and B are� therefore� the same as shown in Fig� ��a��
� Under lossy peer�to�peer network� the average PSNR for
Encoder B is higher than that for Encoder A� which demon�
strates the error resilience of our approach�
� Under the chain network with link capacity ��� Kbps
�high loss probability�� Encoder C has the highest average
PSNR� Encoder A has the lowest average PSNR� the aver�
age PSNR for Encoder B is higher than that for Encoder
A�
� Under the chain network with link capacity 
�� Kbps
�low loss probability�� Encoder C has the highest average
PSNR� Encoder A has the lowest average PSNR� the aver�
age PSNR for Encoder B is higher than that for Encoder
A�
In summary� our simulation results demonstrate that�

��� our approach can achieve better quality over the classi�
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�a� �b� �c�

Fig� ��� �a� Sample frame under lossfree environment� �b� Sample frame for Encoder A under lossy environment� �c� Sample frame for
Encoder C under lossy environment�

TABLE V

Packet loss ratio �PLR� and average PSNR under different network configurations�

Network con�guration PLR ��� Average PSNR �dB�
Encoder A Encoder B Encoder C

Peer�to�peer �loss�free� � �
�	 �
�	 �
�	
Peer�to�peer �lossy� ��� ��� ���	 ���	
Chain ���� Kbps� ���� ���� ��� ����
Chain �
�� Kbps� 
�� �	�� ���� 
���

cal approach under packet loss network environment� and
��� the feedback mechanism can help to further improve
presentation quality�

VI� Concluding Remarks

In this paper� we investigated the fundamental problem
of R�D optimized mode selection for point�to�point Inter�
net video communication from an end�to�end perspective�
which includes source behavior� path characteristics� and
receiver behavior� The main contributions of this paper
are listed as follows�

� By introducing the notion of global distortion� we for�
mulated the R�D optimized mode selection problem� which
generalized the classical approach� We derived� for the �rst
time� a set of accurate global distortion metrics for any
packetization scheme� We showed how to apply the global
distortion metrics to a speci�c packetization scheme�
� We showed how to use the global distortion metrics to de�
sign the globally R�D optimized mode selection algorithm�
The proposed algorithm o�ers the best trade�o� between
compression e�ciency and error resilience� Our theory is
general and is applicable to many video coding standards�
including H��	���	
 and MPEG�������
� We applied our theory to MPEG�� video conferencing
over the Internet� A feedback mechanism was employed to
convey path characteristics and receiver behavior so that
the source encoder can achieve global optimality in the
mode selection� Simulation results conclusively demon�
strated that our end�to�end approach o�ers superior per�
formance over the classical approach for Internet video con�
ferencing�

Globally optimalmode selection is an approach from the
perspective of error�resilient source coding� We believe a
hybrid scheme integrating the globally optimal mode se�

lection with forward error correction �FEC� could further
enhance the robustness of video communications over error�
prone networks� This will be the focus of our future re�
search�

Appendix

A� Facts

From the de�nition of conditional probability� we have
the following facts�
Fact �� Denote P �BjA� the conditional probability of an

event B assuming A� The probability of the intersection
AB is given by

P �AB� � P �A� �P �BjA�� �
��
Fact �� Suppose that events Ai form a partition ofA and

events Bij form a partition of Ai� Denote pi the probability
of event Ai and qj the conditional probability of an event
Bij assuming Ai� De�ne a random variable x on A and a
random variable yi on Ai� Then we have

Efxg �
X
i

�pi �Efyig�� �
��

Assume that random variable x takes the values xij�
which is correspondent to event Bij� Then Eq� �
�� fol�
lows from

Efxg �
X
i

X
j

�P �Bij� � xij� �
X
i

X
j

�P �AiBij� � xij�

�
X
i

X
j

�P �Ai� � P �BijjAi� � xij�

�
X
i

X
j

�pi � qj � xij�

�
X
i

�
�pi �X

j

�qj � xij�


� �

X
i

�pi �Efyig��
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B� Proofs of the Lemmas Under Gilbert Path Model

Proof of Lemma �� Regarding the relationship between
the macroblock and the associated packets� and the rela�
tionship between the packets and set X � we consider four
cases as follows�

� Case �a�� Suppose that packet X�n
i
belongs to set X �

i�e�� X�n
i
� X �

Since we assume frame � has been received correctly� all the
packets in set X must have been received correctly� that is�
X�n

i
and the previous packet X�n

i
�� have been received

correctly� Since �Fn
i is at most contained by two packets

X�n
i

and X�n
i
��� �Fn

i is also received correctly� Thus� we

have �P
�i�n�
R � � and �P

�i�n�
L � ��

� Case �b�� �Fn
i is split and partially contained by packet

X�n
i
such that packet X�n

i
�� belongs to set X while packet

X�n
i
does not belong to set X � i�e�� �Fn

i � X�n
i
�X�n

i
�� � X

and X�n
i
�� X ��

In this case� �Fn
i must have been split into two packets�

X�n
i
�� andX�n

i
� Since we assume frame � has been received

correctly� all the packets in set X must have been received
correctly� that is� packetX�n

i
�� has been received correctly�

Then� if X�n
i
is correctly received� �Fn

i is received correctly�
Under the condition that packetX�n

i
�� is received correctly

�with probability ��� the probability of the event that the

next packet X�n
i
is received correctly is P ���

RR� Thus� from

Fact �� we have �P
�i�n�
R � P

���
RR�

On the other hand� if packet X�n
i
is lost� �Fn

i is lost� Under
the condition that packet X�n

i
�� is received correctly �with

probability ��� the probability of the event that the next

packet X�n
i

is lost is P
���
RL� Thus� from Fact �� we have

�P
�i�n�
L � P

���
RL�

� Case �c�� �Fn
i is completely contained by packetX�n

i
such

that packet X�n
i
does not belong to set X � i�e�� �Fn

i � X�n
i

�X�n
i
�� X ��

In this case� if X�n
i
is correctly received� �Fn

i is received cor�
rectly� Since we assume frame � has been received correctly�
all the packets in set X must have been received correctly�
that is� the last packet in set X � XK��� has been received
correctly� Under the condition that packet XK�� is re�
ceived correctly �with probability ��� the probability of the

event that packet X�n
i
is received correctly is P

��ni �K���
RR �

Thus� from Fact �� we have �P
�i�n�
R � P

��ni �K���
RR �

On the other hand� if packet X�n
i
is lost� �Fn

i is lost� Under
the condition that packet XK�� is received correctly �with
probability ��� the probability of the event that packet X�n

i

is lost is P
��ni �K���
RL � Thus� from Fact �� we have �P �i�n�

L �

P
��ni �K���
RL �

� Case �d�� �Fn
i is split and partially contained by packet

X�n
i
such that packet X�n

i
�� does not belong to set X � i�e��

�Fn
i � X�n

i
�X�n

i
�� �� X ��

In this case� �Fn
i must have been split into two packets�

X�n
i
�� and X�n

i
� Only when both X�n

i
�� and X�n

i
are

correctly received� �Fn
i is received correctly� Under the

condition that packet X�n
i
�� is received correctly �with

probability P
��ni �K�
RR �� the probability of the event that

the next packet X�n
i
is received correctly is P ���

RR� Thus�
from Fact �� the probability of the event that both X�n

i
��

and X�n
i
are received correctly is P

��ni �K�
RR � P

���
RR� Then�

we have �P �i�n�
R � P

��ni �K�
RR � P

���
RR� Otherwise �with prob�

ability � � P
��ni �K�
RR � P

���
RR��

�Fn
i is lost� Thus� we have

�P
�i�n�
L � ��� P

��ni �K�
RR �P

���
RR��

Combining Case �a� to �d�� we have Eqs� ��� and �����
Proof of Lemma �� Regarding the relationship between
the macroblocks and the associated packets� the relation�
ship between the packets and set X � and the sharing packet
between �Fn

�i
and �Fn

i � we consider nine cases as follows� The
relations are listed in Table VI�
� Case �� Suppose that packet X�n

i
belongs to set X � i�e��

X�n
i
� X �

In this case� since we assume frame � has been received
correctly� all the packets in set X must have been received
correctly� that is� X�n

i
and the previous packet X�n

i
�� have

been received correctly� Since �Fn
i is at most contained by

two packets X�n
i
and X�n

i
��� �Fn

i is received correctly� In

other words� the probability of the event that �Fn
i is lost is

�� Thus� we have �P �i�n�
RL

� � and �P �i�n�
LL

� ��
� Case �� �Fn

i is split and partially contained by packet
X�n

i
such that packet X�n

i
�� belongs to set X while packet

X�n
i
does not belong to set X � i�e�� �Fn

i � X�n
i
�X�n

i
�� � X

and X�n
i
�� X ��

In this case� �Fn
i must have been split into two packets�

X�n
i
�� and X�n

i
� Since we assume frame � has been re�

ceived correctly� all the packets in set X must have been
received correctly� that is� packet X�n

i
�� has been received

correctly� Since �Fn
�i is generated before �Fn

i � �Fn
�i must have

been received correctly� In other words� the probability of
the event that �Fn

�i is lost is ��
With X�n

i
�� received correctly� if packet X�n

i
is lost� �Fn

i

is lost� Under the condition that packet X�n
i
�� is received

correctly �with probability ��� the probability of the event

that the next packet X�n
i
is lost is P ���

RL� Thus� from Fact ��
the probability of the event that packet X�n

i
�� is received

correctly and packet X�n
i
is lost is P

���
RL� That is� �P

�i�n�
RL �

P
���
RL�

On the other hand� since the probability of the event that
�Fn
�i is lost is �� from Fact �� we have �P

�i�n�
LL � ��

� Case �� �Fn
i is completely contained by packet X�n

i
and

�Fn
�i
is partially or completely contained by packet X�n

i
such

that packet X�n
i
does not belong to set X � i�e�� �Fn

i � X�n
i

�X�n
i
�� X and X�n

i
� X�n

�i
��

In this case� both �Fn
i and �Fn

�i can be lost but the event
f �Fn

i is lost and �Fn
�i is receivedg cannot happen� Thus� we

have �P
�i�n�
RL � �� On the other hand� only when packet X�n

i

is lost �with probability P
��ni �K���
RL �� both �Fn

i and �Fn
�i are

lost� Thus� we have �P
�i�n�
LL � P

��ni �K���
RL �

� Case 	� �Fn
i is split and �Fn

�i
is completely contained by

packet X�n
i
�� such that packet X�n

i
�� does not belong to

set X � i�e�� �Fn
i � X�n

i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
i
�� �X�n

i
�� �� X ��
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TABLE VI

Relationship�

Containing �Fn
i Containing �Fn

�i
X Sharing packet

Case � don�t care don�t care X�n
i
� X don�t care

Case � X�n
i
�� and X�n

i
don�t care X�n

i
�� � X and X�n

i
�� X don�t care

Case 
 X�n
i

don�t care X�n
i
�� X X�n

i
� X�n

�i
�Share�

Case � X�n
i
�� and X�n

i
X�n

i
�� X�n

i
�� �� X X�n

i
�� � X�n

�i
�Share�

Case � X�n
i
�� and X�n

i
X�n

i
�� and X�n

i
�� X�n

i
�� �� X X�n

i
�� � X�n

�i
�Share�

Case 	 X�n
i

X�n
�i

X�n
i
�� X X�n

i
�� X�n

�i
�NoShare�

Case  X�n
i

X�n
�i
�� an X�n

�i
X�n

i
�� X X�n

i
�� X�n

�i
�NoShare�

Case � X�n
i
�� and X�n

i
X�n

�i
X�n

i
�� X X�n

i
�� �� X�n

�i
�NoShare�

Case � X�n
i
�� and X�n

i
X�n

�i
�� and X�n

�i
X�n

i
�� X X�n

i
�� �� X�n

�i
�NoShare�

Under the condition that packetX�n
i
�� is received correctly

�with probability P
��ni �K�
RR �� the probability of the event

that the next packet X�n
i
is lost is P ���

RL� Then� from Fact ��
the probability of the event that packet X�n

i
�� is received

correctly and packet X�n
i
is lost is P

��ni �K�
RR �P

���
RL� That is�

the probability of the event that �Fn
�i is received correctly

and �Fn
i is lost is P

��ni �K�
RR � P

���
RL� Thus� we have �P �i�n�

RL �

P
��ni �K�
RR �P

���
RL� On the other hand� only when packetX�n

i
��

is lost �with probability P
��ni �K�
RL �� both �Fn

i and �Fn
�i are

lost� Thus� we have �P
�i�n�
LL � P

��ni �K�
RL �

� Case 
� �Fn
i is split and �Fn

�i
is partially contained by

packet X�n
i
�� such that packet X�n

i
�� does not belong to

set X � i�e�� �Fn
i � X�n

i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
i
�� �X�n

i
�� �� X ��

In this case� only when the event fboth packet X�n
i
��

and X�n
i
�� are received correctly� and X�n

i
is lostg hap�

pens� �Fn
�i is received correctly and �Fn

i is lost� Under the
condition that packet X�n

i
�� is received correctly �with

probability P
��ni �K���
RR �� the probability of the event that

the next packet X�n
i
�� is received correctly is P

���
RR� Un�

der the condition that packet X�n
i
�� is received correctly�

the probability of the event that the next packet X�n
i

is

lost is P
���
RL� Then� from Fact �� the probability of the

event that both packet X�n
i
�� and X�n

i
�� are received cor�

rectly� and X�n
i
is lost is P

��ni �K���
RR � P

���
RR � P

���
RL� That is�

the probability of the event that �Fn
�i is received correctly

and �Fn
i is lost is P

��ni �K���
RR � P

���
RR � P

���
RL� Thus� we have

�P
�i�n�
RL � P

��ni �K���
RR �P

���
RR �P

���
RL�

On the other hand� there are two subcases for the event
fboth �Fn

i and �Fn
�i are lostg�

� Subcase 
��� If packet X�n
i
�� is lost� both �Fn

i and �Fn
�i

will be lost� The probability of this case is P
��ni �K�
RL �

� Subcase 
��� If the event fbothX�n
i
�� andX�n

i
are lost�

and X�n
i
�� is receivedg happens� both �Fn

i and �Fn
�i will be

lost� The probability of this case is P
��ni �K���
RL �P

���
LR �P

���
RL�

Combining Subcase ��� and ���� we have �P
�i�n�
LL �

P
��ni �K�
RL � P

��ni �K���
RL � P

���
LR � P

���
RL�

� Case �� �Fn
i is completely contained by packet X�n

i
and

�Fn
�i is completely contained by packet X�n

�i
rather than X�n

i

such that packet X�n
i
does not belong to set X � i�e�� �Fn

i �

X�n
i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
�i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
�� X�n

�i
��

In this case� only when the event f �Fn
�i is received cor�

rectly and X�n
i
is lostg happens �with probability �P

��i�n�
R �

P
��ni ��

n
�i
�

RL �� �Fn
�i is received correctly and �Fn

i is lost� Thus�

we have �P
�i�n�
RL � �P

��i�n�
R �P

��ni ��
n
�i
�

RL �
On the other hand� only when the event fboth X�n

�i
and

X�n
i
are lostg happens� both �Fn

i and �Fn
�i will be lost� The

probability of this event is P
��n�i �K���
RL �P

��ni ��
n
�i
�

LL � Thus� we

have �P
�i�n�
LL � P

��n�i �K���

RL �P
��ni ��

n
�i
�

LL �
� Case �� �Fn

i is completely contained by packet X�n
i
and

�Fn
�i is partially contained by packet X�n

�i
rather than X�n

i

such that packet X�n
i
does not belong to set X � i�e�� �Fn

i �

X�n
i
and �Fn

�i
� X�n

�i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
�� X�n

�i
��

In this case� only when the event f �Fn
�i is received cor�

rectly and X�n
i
is lostg happens �with probability �P

��i�n�
R �

P
��ni ��

n
�i
�

RL �� �Fn
�i

is received correctly and �Fn
i is lost� Thus�

we have �P �i�n�
RL � �P ��i�n�

R �P
��ni ��

n
�i
�

RL �
On the other hand� there are three subcases for the event
fboth �Fn

i and �Fn
�i

are lostg�
� Subcase ���� If the event fpackets X�n

�i
���X�n

�i
and X�n

i

are all lostg happens� both �Fn
i and �Fn

�i
will be lost� The

probability of this case is P
��n�i �K�

RL � P
���
LL � P

��ni ��
n
�i
�

LL �
� Subcase ���� If the event fboth X�n

�i
�� and X�n

i
are

lost� and X�n
�i
is received correctlyg happens� both �Fn

i and

�Fn
�i will be lost� The probability of this case is P

��n�i �K�
RL �

P
���
LR � P

��ni ��
n
�i
�

RL �
� Subcase ���� If the event fboth X�n

�i
and X�n

i
are lost�

and X�n
�i
�� is received correctlyg happens� both �Fn

i and �Fn
�i

will be lost� The probability of this case is P
��n�i �K�
RR �P

���
RL �

P
��ni ��

n
�i
�

LL �

Combining Subcase �� to �
� we have �P
�i�n�
LL � P

��n�i �K�
RL �

P
���
LL �P

��ni ��
n
�i
�

LL �P
��n�i �K�

RL �P
���
LR �P

��ni ��
n
�i
�

RL �P
��n�i �K�

RR �P
���
RL �
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P
��ni ��

n
�i
�

LL �
� Case � �Fn

i is partially contained by packet X�n
i
and �Fn

�i
is completely contained by packet X�n

�i
rather than X�n

i

such that packet X�n
i
does not belong to set X � i�e�� �Fn

i �

X�n
i
and �Fn

�i � X�n
�i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
�� �� X�n

�i
��

In this case� the probability of the event that �Fn
�i
is received

correctly and �Fn
i is lost is �P ��i�n�

R
� ��� P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

RL
� P

���
RR

��

Thus� we have �P
�i�n�
RL � �P

��i�n�
R � ��� P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

RL � P
���
RR��

On the other hand� the probability of the event that both
�Fn
�i and �Fn

i are lost is P
��n�i �K���

RL � ��� P
��ni ��

n
�i
���

LR �P
���
RR��

Thus� we have �P
�i�n�
LL � P

��n�i �K���
RL � ���P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

LR �P
���
RR��

� Case �� �Fn
i is partially contained by packet X�n

i
and �Fn

�i
is partially contained by packet X�n

�i
rather than X�n

i
such

that packet X�n
i
does not belong to set X � i�e�� �Fn

i � X�n
i

and �Fn
�i � X�n

�i
�X�n

i
�� X and X�n

i
�� �� X�n

�i
��

In this case� the probability of the event that �Fn
�i is received

correctly and �Fn
i is lost is �P

��i�n�
R � ��� P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

RL � P
���
RR��

Thus� we have �P �i�n�
RL � �P ��i�n�

R � ��� P
��ni ��

n
�i
���

RL � P
���
RR��

On the other hand� there are three subcases for the event
fboth �Fn

i and �Fn
�i are lostg�

� Subcase ���� If the event fX�n
�i
��� X�n

�i
� and �Fn

i are all

lostg happens� both �Fn
i and �Fn

�i will be lost� The probabil�

ity of this case is P
��n�i �K�
RL � P

���
LL � ��� P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

LR �P
���
RR��

� Subcase ���� If the event fboth X�n
�i
�� and �Fn

i are lost�

and X�n
�i
is received correctlyg happens� both �Fn

i and �Fn
�i

will be lost� The probability of this case is P
��n�i �K�

RL �P
���
LR �

��� P
��ni ��

n
�i
���

RR � P
���
RR��

� Subcase ���� If the event fboth X�n
�i

and �Fn
i are lost�

and X�n
�i
�� is received correctlyg happens� both �Fn

i and �Fn
�i

will be lost� The probability of this case is P
��n�i �K�

RR �P
���
RL �

��� P
��ni ��

n
�i
���

LR � P
���
RR��

Combining Subcase ��� to ��
� we have �P
�i�n�
LL � P

��n�i �K�

RL �

P
���
LL ����P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

LR �P
���
RR��P

��n�i �K�
RL �P

���
LR����P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

RR �

P
���
RR� � P

��n�i �K�

RR � P
���
RL � ��� P

��ni ��
n
�i
���

LR � P
���
RR��

Combining Case � to �� we have Tables II and III�
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